


Indicators of Long-Term
Real InterestRates

Charles Pigott*

Longer term real interest rates cannot be measured directly, but their
movements can be estimated from economic indicators they affect, par
ticularly foreign exchange rates and nominal interest rates. An increase
in U.S. nominal.interest rqtes that is accompanied by arising dollW
indicates that U.S. longer term real interest rates probably also have
risen. On this basis, the unprecedentedly high level ofthe dollar in recent
years strongly suggests that U.S. long-term real interest rates remain
very high byhistorical standards.

Since October 1979, when the Federal Reserve
announced a major change in its operating proce
dures,. interest rates here and abroad have fluctuated
to a degree unprecedented in post-war experience.
These fluctuations have generated great controver
sy, both.about their origins and their consequences.
Most perplexing of all have been the gyrations in
longer-terminterest rates, particularly their appar
ent tendency to vary with seemingly shorHerm
disturbances in the markets. I This turmoiland con
fusion has come· at a particularly unwelcome time,
as financial innovation and deregulation sometimes
have made. it more difficult to predict the impact of
the monetary aggregates .targeted by the Federal
Reserve, and· hence increased the need for other
indicators of the effect of policy on the economy.

These circumstances have underscored the need
for measures ofmedium and long-tenn real interest
rates andexpeqted inf1<ltiqn. Inth~ory,mediumand
long~term relllinterestrates are importantdetenni
nants of investment and other real spending deci
sions, Knowledge of their level could be helpful in
gauging the future course of economic activity, as
well as the .effect of current monetary. and fiscal
policies on. the economy. Inflation anticipated over
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the next several years would provide an indication
of public perceptions about the future course of
monetary policy, and thus about the credibility of
the authorities' public commitments to maintain
price stability. Unfortunately, it is very difficult to
measure lbnger-tenn real interest rates or expected
inflation, mainly because inflation expected over
the next several years need not depend in any pre
dictable way on past trends.

The basic objective .of this paper is to demon
strate a practical method for measuring medium and
long-term real interest and expected inflation rates
for the U.S. This methbd uses several economic
variables affected by real interest rates and/or
expected inflation as "indicators" of their move
ments. Included among these variables are the spot
and forward exchange values of the dollar, which
are shown to be closely related to long-term real
interest rates and .expected inflation .•• Estimates of
longer-term real interest rates and ex~ctedinfla

tion can then be calculated from weighted averages
of the indicators. As explained in the next section,
underlying this approach is the observation that real
interest rates and expected inflation have verydif
ferent impacts on certain other financial variables,
such as exchange rates. Hence, the way in which
these variables move when nominal interest rates
vary provides a clue about the extent to whichreal
interest rates and expected inflation have changed.

The next section describes the relations among



real interest rates and· expected inflation and the
financial variables used as their indicators. An intu
itive description of howthe indicators can be used to
measure real interest rates (and expectedinflation as
well) is also given. A more precise and technical
description of the approach is given in the Appen
dix. Our estimates of the actual variations in month
ly real interest rates over 1976-mid-1983 are given

in Section II. One important finding is that the
variability oflong-term real interest rates has appar
ently increased dramatically since the change in
Federal Reserve operating procedures in 1979.
Another is that long-term real interest rates have
remained relatively high in 1982 and 1983, despite a
substantial fall in nominal interest rates.

I. Indicators of Real Interest Rates

where iu(n) is the U.S. nominaHnterest rate on a
n~year security, ru(n) is the corresponding U. S. real
interest rate,· and IIu(n) is the expected inflation rate
overthe nextnyears, thatis, the inflation premium.

The real interest rate and the inflation premium
are likely to> have very different impacts on eco
nomic behavior. EconomiC theory implies tha.t indi
viduals' and businesses' real spending decisions are
influenced by the real interest rate, but little, if at
all, by the inflation premium, Inflation expecta
tions, as reflected in the inflation premium,are
likely to be important determinants of wages and
prices set in contracts, besides serving asa gauge of
the credibility ofauthorities' policies to ensure price
stability. The effects of fluctuations in nominal

Any interest rate can be conceptually divided into
two parts: an inflation premium and a (before tax)
real interest rate. The inflation premium is equal to
the amount of inflation expected over the life of the
investment and serves to compensate for the erosion
of the purchasing power of the funds lent. For
example, an individual who lends $100 for one year
at a 10% rate is not really better off at the end of the
year if inflationduring the year is also 10%; then the
$110 repaid at the end of the year buys the same
amount of goods and services as the amount lent
could have purchased a year earlier, and so no real
return on the investment is gained. 2

The rea. interest rate, which equals the nominal
rate less the inflation premium, thus measures the
amount of additional purchasing power an invest
ment yields. So if the nominal interest rate were
12% while inflation was expected to be 10%, the
real interest rate would be 2%. This relation can be
written for reference as:

iu,(n) = ru,(n) +IIu,(n) (I)
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interest rates on the economy thus will depend upon
the extent to which they reflect changes in real rates
or in expected inflation. For this reason, real inter
est rates and inflation premia are generally more
useful to know than nominal rates alone.

Only nominal interest rates are actually quoted in
financial markets, however. Their real and expected
inflation components are not directly observable.
Plainly, there is no way to determine from changes
in nominal interest rates alone how much these
components have varied.

Thus to measure real interest and expected infla
tion rates requires some information in addition to
that provided by nominal interest rates. A common
approach to this problem is to use an independent
measure of expected inflation. For example, infla
tion over the near-term future is generally most
closely related to that experienced in the recent past.
The inflation premium on a short-term security can
often be approximated by the current trend in actual
inflation, providing a rough measure of the short
term real interest rate. On this basis it seems fairly
clear that U.S. short-term real interest rates have
fluctuated considerably over the last several years,
much more so than during the 1970s. 3

Unfortunately, this approach isnotappropriateto
the measurement of medium and longer-term real
interest rates. Inflation expected over the coming
years depends critically .llpon the macroeconomie
policies authorities follow in the future. Public per
ceptions about these future policies-indeed. any
reasonable guess about them-need not be. related
in any obvious or dependable way to past trends,
and therefore are apt to be extrememly difficult to
gauge correctly. Who, after all, can pretend to know
with any confidence what the stance of monetary
and fiscal policies will be several years from now?



Indicators
An alternative approach is to look for economic

variables whose movements provide clues about the
variations in real interest rates and/or expected in
flation, and hence serve as indicators of their
values. In principle, any variable that is affected by
real interest rates or expected inflation rates could
serve as such an indicator. In this sense, nominal
interest rates are indicators of their real and ex
pected inflation components.

Particularly helpful as indicators are financial
variables which react differently to real interest
rates than to expected inflation. Suppose that a
certain financial variable tended to increase when
real interest rates rose, but generally was unaffected
by fluctuations in expected inflation. Then a rise in
nominal interst rates that was accompanied by an
increase in this variable would suggest that real
interest rates had increased. A variable that was
affected by expected inflation but not by real inter
est ratescouldbe;\lsed in an analogous fashion.

Admittedly, no particular indicator is likely to
provide a completely accurate measure ofeither real
interest rates or expected inflation. Still, it ought to
be possible to use several such indicators to esti
mate, Or approximate, these components of nom
inalinterest rates. This approach, which attempts to
'read' the signals provided by financial markets, is
the one taken here.

ButWhat Indicators?
Changes' in interest rates expected to prevail in

the distant future ("long-run") are apt to be espe
cially good indicators of expected Long-run infla
tion. Consider the nominal (say one-year) interest
rate now (at t) expected to prevail 'many,, or N,
years in the future. This will be referred to as the
forward· interest rate.' and..denoted .fiut (it. being
understood that it is the forward rate corresponding
to many years in the future).

(Etiut+Nstandsfor the "expected value" of illt+N
based on information available at t). This can be
approximated from the term structure of nominal
interest rates, since long-term rates are approxi
mately averages of expected future shorter-term
rates. 4 As with any nominal interest rate, the
forward rate is composed of the real interest arid the

inflation rates expected to prevail in the "long
run," that is, N years from now.

In the long-run though, the real interest rate is
mainly determined by the productivity of capital,
which in tum reflects the savings decisions of
households, businesses, and government, the
growth of the labor force, and the rate of progress of
technology. Generally these conditions change
slowly, so that the expected Long-run real interest
rate (as reflected in the forward interest rate) can be
regarded as essentially constant when considering a
period of several years. Variations in current real
interest rates can be viewed as resulting from non·
persistent imbalances in supply and demand in
money and credit markets. For example, economic
theory suggests that because of the lag' between
money and inflation, increases in money growth
temporarily lower real interest rates by raising real
balances; real interest rates return to their original
values once inflation "catches up," however. 5

This reasoning implies that changes iin the long
term forward interest rate mainly reflect shifts in
long-run expected inflation. So arise in the forw¥d
rate corresponding to ten years in the future would
measure the change in inflation expected to prevail
ten years from now, or

(2)

where EJlut+Nis inflation expected' to prevail
beginning N years in the future. The forward rate
also provides a more indirect indication of inflation
expected to prevail over the next ten years, that is of
the inflation premium in medium and long-term
nominal interest rates. The reason is that an increase
in inflation expected ten years from now suggests
that inflation over the next several years has also
increased. Thus it is more likely that an increase in,
say, the 5. year nominal interest rate reflects an
increase in expected inflation over the next five
years if the forward interest rate has also increased
than ifit has not.

Conversely, a rise in the nominal n-year interest
rate relative to the forward interest rate is more
likely to signal an increase in the real interest rate
than would an increase in the nominal interest rate
taken by itself. Hence, the change in the difference
between the rate on a n-period asset and the forward
rate,
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or

where E,x'+n is the future real exchangerate expec
ted to prevail after n years. The relation shows that
the n-year real interest differential effectively mea
sures the divergence between the current real ex
change rate. and that expected to prevail at maturity.

This relation also implies that increases in the
long-term U.S.-foreign real interest differential

where et is the current foreign currency price of the
dollar (expressed in logarithms) and Ete,+n is its
expected value n years from now.

This relation between nominal interest rates and
the nominal exchange rate is easily converted to one
between real interest rates and the real exchange
rate_ The real exchange rate, x" is simply the
nominal exchange rate 'deflated' by the ratio of the
foreign to the U.S. price level:

x, = e, + (pf,~ pu,)

where pf and pu are the logarithms of the foreign
and U. S. price levels.

The real e~change rate measures the value of
foreign goods and services in terms of our own, or
the rate at which U.S. and foreign products can be
exchanged for one another. Suppose a 'basket'. of
U. S. goods sells for one dollar (our price level is
one) while a 'basket' of German goods sells for one
mark. Then. if the nominal exchange rate is 2 marks/
dollar, 2 baskets of German goods are needed to
obtain one basket of U. S. products. Hence, the real
exchange rate for the dollar is two.

As this suggests, the real exchange rate is .. a re
flection of the relative value of U.S. versus foreign
products. Ultimately, this rate will be determined
by supply and demand conditions in product and
factor markets. Furthermore, in the long-run, the
level of the real exchange rate should be largely
unaffected by inflation (since inflation's effect on
relative prices is neutral, at least approximately) or
by real interest variations (since these result from
temporary disturbances in financial markets).

Subtracting the U.S. minus the foreign expected
inflation rate from (2) and rearranging gives,

ru,(n) - rf,(n) = (l/n)[xt - Etx,+n]

(5)

(4)

Exchange Rate Indicators
The foreign exchange value of the dollar is

closely related to U.S.-and foreign~interest

rates simply because in comparing· the yields on
investments in different currencies an individual
must take account of the expected change in the
exchange rate between them .. For example, if the
interest rate on a one-year German-mark denomi
nated7security were.5 percent while the mark were
expected to appreciate by 3 percent over the year vis
a vis the dollar, its expectedyield in dollars would
be 8 percent.

Because of the risk that exchange rates will not
change by exactly thearnolmtorigin.allyantici
pated, the expected dollar yields on securities iden
tical in all respects except the cllrrencie~they are
denomiriated in may differ. 7 However available
evidence suggests that in the absence of •capital
controls, such currency 'risk' premia are not very
large, at least among the US. and other major
industrial nations. 8 Thus the difference between
U.S.and foreign interest rates for a given maturity
can be viewed as a reasonable approximation of the
expected change in foreign currency value of the
dollar, expressed at an annual rate:

I I: Ildiu,(n) == Iliut(n) - Miu,

is apt to be a better indicator of variations in the
n-year real interest rate than changes in the nominal
interest rate itself. This indicator is composed of
changes in the real interest rate plus changes in the
difference between inflation anticipated over. the
next n years and that expected in the longrun.

Ildiu,(n) =Ilru,(n)+ Ildllu,(n), (3)
where dIIu,(n)=IIu,(n)- E,IIu'+N.

Thus this new indicator effectively removes from
nominal interest variations that portion Of shifts in
expected n-year inflation that simply reflect move
ments in anticipated long-run inflation. Since infla
tion expected over the next several years is apt to be
closely related to long-run inflation. expectations,
this implies that real intere~ rates .are likely to
account for a larger proportion of the variationsin
the indicator II than those of the nominal interest
rate. This suggests that II will be the better indicator
of real interest rate movements (although by no
means an exact one). 6
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raise the current real exchange rate, Xt. For
example, an increase of one percentage point in the
(annualized) 5 year U.S. real interest relative to
abroad, all other factors the same (that is, no change
in the expected 'long-run' real exchange rate) will
raise the real value of the dollar by five percent. In
this sense, variations in long-tenn real interest rates
cart have very substantial impacts on actual real
exchange rates. 9. It follows that variations in the
current real exchange rate are an indicator of the
U.S. (and foreign) long-tenn real interest rates; a
rise in xtsuggests that our real interest rate may have
gone up. 10

12: Llxt= n[Llrut(n)~ Llrft(n)] + LlEtxt+n

Finally, the two indicators defined above can be
combined with the foreign interest rate to yield an
indicator of the change in our expected inflation
again· expressed relative to that anticipated for the
distant future. Define

Yt=xt+n[dift(n)-diut(n)]

where the foreign interest rate indicator, dift(n), is
defined analogously to that for the U.S. Now using
the expressions for the real exchange and interest
rate indicators (see II and 12) gives:

13: LlYt=n[:.:ldJ1ft(n)-LldIlut(n)] + LlEtxt+n

where again dIlft(n) is analogous to the correspond
ing U~S. variable. The variable defined in 13 can be
regarded as a third indicator of the U.S. long-tenn
real interest rate. The reason is that its variations
provide infonnation about the expected inflation
component of the U.S. nominal interest rate indi
cator, II, and hence indirectly about its real interest
component. In particular, a rise in this indicator
suggests afall in U.S. expected inflation, and there
fore an increase in the U.S. real interest rate for any
given value of the nominal interest rate indicator.
This third indicator will be referred to as the de
flated 'forward exchange rate,' since it is effective
ly the n-year forward excha.nge value.of the dollar
(the currently quoted value of the dollar for delivery
n years from now) deflated by the current U.S.
foreign price level ratio, and expressed relative to
the U.S.-foreign forward interest differential. 11

How Do We Use Them?
The analysis has identified three potential indica-
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tors of the real and expected inflation portions of the
long-tenn nominal interest rate, namely changes in:
the n-year nominal interest rate relative to the for
ward interest rate; the current real exchange rate;
and the (n-year) deflated forward exchange rate.
The relations between these indicators and real in
terest rates are summarized in Table 1. The likely
increase in the real interest rate accompanying· a
given rise in the nominal interest rate (iu) is greater:

(i) the larger the accompanying rise in the in
terest rate indicator II;

(ii) the larger the accompanying increase inthe
real exchange value of the dollar, 12;

(iii) the smaller the decline in the forward ex
change rate indicator, 13 (since a decline in y
suggests a rise in expected U,S. inflation).

These observations suggest that movements in real
interest rates and expected inflation can be esti
mated from variations in the indicators. An obvious
course is to use weighted averages of the indicators
as these estimates, say:

Llrut(n)=WILldiut(n) + W2Llxt + W3LlYt. (6)

Ideally the weights used should reflect the average
degree to which the real interest rate changes with
the indicators. For example, WI should reflect the
average change in the real interest rate correspond
ing to a given change in the interest rate indicator,
all other indicators being constant.

Table 1
The Indicators and Their Relations

Indicators
II: Lldiut(n)- - change ill the n-year U.S. nom

inal interestrat~. (expressed in ·logarithrns)
less the (log of) the forward interest rate, fiut

12: Llxt- - change in the logarithm of the U.S.
real exchange rate, calculated as the spot for
eign currency/$ ratetimes the ratio ofO.S. to
foreign price level (using consumer prices)

13: Llyt- ~ change in the deflated forward ex
change value of the .dollar (relative to the
U.S.-foreign forward interest rate differen
tial), again in logarithms. Yt=xt+n (dift(n)
-diut(n»

Relations
(i) Lldiut(n) = Llrut(n) + LldIlut(n)
(ii) Llxt=n [Llrut(n)-Llrft(n)]+LlEtxt+n
(iii) LlYt= n[LldIlf,(n)- LldIlut(n)] + LlEtxt+n



Of course such estimates of changes in the U.S.
rea~ interest rate cannot be expected to .beexact,
mamly because, as can be seen from Table 1, the
indicators are affected by other variables as well.
For example, the real exchange rate indicator is
affected by the foreign real interest rate and the
expected future real exchange rate, as well as the
U.S. real interest rate. In fact, there are five
"underlying" variables making upthe set of indica~
tors (the U.S. and foreign real interest rates, the
U.S. and foreign expected inflation rates, and the
expected future real exchange rate) none of which
are directly observable. Given thaUhereare only
three indicators, none of these underlying variables
can be determined exactly.

If direct observations of real interest rates were
available, the weights, W,could be estimated
simply by performing a regression of the form in
(6), that is of changes in the real interest rate on the
indicators. The problem then is, how can this.re
gression be performed without any direct measure
ments of the dependent variable, namely the
changes in the U.S. long-term real interest rate?

As explained in more detail below (and more
completely in the Appendix), this regression, that is
the estimation of the weights, can actually be Car
ried out indirectly given certain additional assump
tions discussed below. In effect, the weights can be
inferred from c1uesprovidedbythe relations among
the indicators. Recall, for example, that an increase
in the U.S. nominal interest rate indicator due to a
rise in the real interest component, will, all other
factors held constant, be associated with an increase
in the real exchange rate indicator. This suggests
that the greater the extent to which U.S. nominal
interest rate. ~nd exchange. rate indicators .. actually
tended to. move together,· the greater the weight,
W2, is apt to be.

Obtaining the Weights
To see more precisely what is involved inestima

ting these weights, let It stand for the vector of the
indicators at '1.' (The following discusionis a bit
technical; readers interested mainly in the results
can skip to Section II: Empirical Results.)

It= [Lldiut(n), Llx"Lly,]

Then the weights given in (5) are defined by:
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W=Cov[Lldru,(n),!,]Var(I,f l
,. (7)

where W=(WI,W2,W3), Cov( ) stands for the
covariance of changes in the U.S. real interest rate
with the three indicators, and Var( ) is the variance
matrix of those indicators.

The weights, W, are those that would be esti
mated if the regression (6) could actually be per
formed directly. Estimates of the change in the real
interest rate using these weights are 'optimal' inthe
s~nse that they -minimize the average (squared)
dIvergence between the estimated and actual values
of Llru,(n) (in comparison with any other weighted
average of the indicators). 12

With no direct observations of the real interest
rate, the technical problem becomes that of estima
ting the covariance of real interest rate changes with
the indicators. (Clearly, the variance matrix of the
indicators can be estimated directly), However it
can be seen from Table I that these are determined
by the relations-that is the variances and covari
ances-among the underlying variables that make
up the indicators, the U.S. and foreign real interest
and expected inflation changes, and changes inthe
expected future real exchange rate. For example,
ih~ covariance of the U. S. real interest rate change
wIth the nominal interest rate indicator is deter
mined by the variance of fluctuations in the real
interest rate and its covariance with changes in U. S.
expected inflation.

As suggested earlier, the relations among the
indicators provide the primary source of informa
tion about the relations among the variables under
lying them. A simplified example illustrates this.
Suppose that changes in the U.S. real interest rate
were independent of (uncorrelated with) the other
underlying variables. Then the observed covariance
between the interest rate and real. exchange rate
indicators is:

Cov[Lldiu,(n), Llx,] = nVar[Llru,(n)]

In short, under these assumptions, the variance of
the real interest rate, and hence its covariance with
the nominal interest rate indicator, couldbecalcu
lated from the observed relation between the U.S.
nominal interest rate and the real exchange rate.

Proceeding in this way, it would appear possible
to estimate the relations among all the underlying
variables (their variances and covariances) from the



relations among the indicators, This in tum would
define the relation ofreal interest rate changes to the
indicators, allowing the weights, W, to be esti
mated. This is the sense in which the approach taken
here amounts to an 'indirect' regression.

The complication is that it cannot plausibly be
assumed that real interest rates are independent of
all other underlying variables. More generally, the
relations among these variables could befairIyqom
plex; for example, there might be complex inter
actions between U.S .• and foreign real interest.rates
and expected inflation, and, if so, these would
aff~ct the way in which the relations b~tween the
interest rate and exchange rate indicators~;are inter
preted. Once these possibilities are alloweg for, the
information provided by the relations among the
indicators is no longer sufficientto determine those
among the variables underlying them. The reason is
that there are five underlying variables, and hence
more relations. among them than for the. three indi
cators. Thus while. the relations aIIlong the indica
tors Will continue to be the primary basis for the
estimation of weights, some additional assump
tions, suggested by economic theory or other data,
must be made. 13

Assumptions
One' assumption is suggested by the earlier dis

cussion, where it was argued thatthe real exchange
rate is unaffected in the long-run by inflation or real
interest fluctuations. This implies (assuming that
n-years is sufficient for this long-run condition to
hold): 14

(AI) Changes in the expected. future (n~years

from now) real exchange rate, aEtxt+n , are
uncorrelated with\changes in the n-year
U.S. and foreign real interest and expected
inflation components.

Itis also reasonable (and necessary) to restrict the
cross-country relations among real interest rates and
expected inflation by assuming thatforeignexpec-

ted inflation changes have no direct impact on U. S.
real interest rates, and similarly for U.S. expected
inflation and. the foreign real interest rate. This can
be stated as:

(A2) Foreign expected inflatiol1affects. the D,S.
real interest rate only to theextel1t·to which
it affects U.S. expected inflation .. Similar
ly, U.S. expected inflation affects the for
eign real interest rate only via its impacton
foreign expected inflation. 15

Finally, the estimation also requires some as
surnption, that is, prior estimates,concerning the
average response of U.S. and foreign real interest
rates to' their respective changes in expected infla
tion. These responses are measured by the 'coeffi
cients' bu and bf defined as:

bu = average change in rut(n) given a one per
cent change in dIIut(n)

bf = average change in rft(n) given a one percent
change in dTIft(n)

Sirnilarly, some prior assumption must also be
made· about the average response of variations in
foreign real interest rates tochanges in the US. real
interest rate, measured by the coefficient g defined
as:

\(" g = average change in rfln) given aone percent
( change in ruin).

Given these assumptions, the relations (covari
ances) among the five underlying variables can be
expressed in terms of (see Appendix): their (5)
variances; and .the relation (covariance) between
U.S. and foreign expected inflation. These para
meters can then be calculated from the six .indepen
dent variables provided by the covariance matrix of
the indicators-once, that is, the values of bu, bf
and garespecified; The way in which these coeffic
cients are estimated is described briefly in the next
section and in more detail in the Appendix.

II. Empirical Results
Theanalysis of the previous section will now be

appliedto estimate actual changes in U.S. real inter
est rates and expected inflation for the period
1976-mid-1983. These estimates will be based on
the five year U.S. and German government bond
rates (n=5), which are taken to be the 'long-term'
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nominal interest rates. The forward interest rates
correspond to 7 years in the future for the U.S., and
five years for Germany, while the exchange rate
indicators are based on the foreign exchange value
of the dollar vis avis the German mark. 16 Separate
estimates are calculated for the sub-periods before



and after June 1979. The reason is that the variabil
ity of nominal interest rates changed dramatically in
1979(especially after the change in Federal Reserve
operating procedures in October ofthat year), as did
their relation to exchange rates. This suggests that
the behavior of real interest rates, and their relation
to the indicators, also changed, and that the appro
priate weights prior to mid-1979 are not the same as
those applying after that date. 17

A First Look
Its useful to begin by examining relations among

the indicators to see what they tentatively suggest
about the extent of fluctuations in real interest rates
and expected inflation. For this purpose, Table 2
lists measures of the actual extent to which a given
indicator tended to vary with a given change in each
of the others (these are based on the variances of the
indicators and correlations among them).

Several tentative conclusions are suggested by
the figures in the table. First, the very weak relation
between changes inthe U.S. interest rate indicator
and the real exchange rate for the earlier period
suggests that the real interest rate's variability was
low.in comparison with that of the nominal interest
rate itself. The analysis of the last section implies
that a one-percent increase in the 5-year real interest
rate will, all other factors held constant, raise the
real exchange rate by 5 percentage points. Thus if
real interest rates were the main source of changes

in the U. S. nominal interest rate indicator, that
indicator could be expected to be associated with
more than proportionate changes in the real ex
change rate in the same direction.

In fact, during the earlier period, a one percen
tage point rise in the nominal U. S. interest rate
indicator was, on average, associated with only a
0.9 percent increase in the real exchange rate. This
suggests· that changes in expected inflation, rather
than in real interestrates, were the main sources of
variations in U. S. nominal interest rates during this
period-a conclusion supported by a number of
previous studies of short-term interest rates. 18 Simi
lar reasoning suggests that the variability ofreal
interest rates rose substantially from the first to the
second period: on average the real exchange rate
increased by about 3 percent for each I percentage
point rise in the U.S. interest rate indicator after
mid-1979.

Second, the data suggest that the variability of
(changes in) expected inflation may also have risen
substantially from the first to the second period.
This is suggested by the fact that the variability of
the forward exchange rate indicator (which helps
measure foreign relative to U.S. expected inflation)
rose dramatically. (In addition, the U.S. forward
interest rate variability also increased sharply after
mid-1979).

Third, the data also suggest that there may be
considerable variability in the expected future real

17.3 .01 ~.07

177.9 .92 .42
306.3 -2.50 1.24

37.3 -.37 .06 .10

40.3 .05 -.05
300.7 3.06 .65
342.9 -2.48 .03 .04

26.0 .11 .03 .04

Table 2
Relations Among The Indicators1

Standard Deviation Average response to 1percentage point change in: 2

(Basis Points) Adiu t(5) AXt AYt

I. First Period
(1976.01-1979.06)

a. Adiu t(5)
b. Ax,
C.dYt

Memo: Adift(5)

II. Second Period
(1979.07-1982.12)

a. Adiu,(5)
b.Ax,

c. .s.Yt
Memo: 4dift(5)

I For variable definitions, see Table I.

~ This is the coefficient in a bivariate regression of the column variable on the row variable; for example, the response of Adiu,(5) to AX t

is: Cov(Adiu,(5), Ax,) / Var(Ax,) = .01 for the first period.
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exchange rate, Etxt+5 • The analysis in the last sec
tion (see Table l) showed that movements in the
actual real exchange rate reflect changes in the
U.S.-foreign rell! interest differential, or shifts in
the expected future real exchange rate, or both. The
actual real exchange rate indicator was in fact high
ly variable in both periods. Yet, as argued above,
the Table 2 figures do not point to much variability
of the U.S. real interest rate, or indeed (similar
reasoning would show) to much variability in the
foreign real interest rate, over the first period. This
suggests that much of the variability of the actual
re,al exchange rate was due to changesjn its expec
ted future value. The same conclusion i~ suggested
by the fact that the actual real exchange rate and
deflated forward exchange rate indicators are very
positively correlated. The expected future real ex
change rate is the factor common to variations in
these two indicators, and so iftluctuations in Etxt+5

were substantial, the real and deflated forward ex
c:hange .rates could. be expected to move closely
together-as in fact they did. 19

Variability of Real Interest Rate Changes
Table III lists estimates of the variabilityof the

U.S. five year real interest and expected inflation
changes obtained using the procedures outlined in
the previous section. (The 'memo' lines in the Table
are. intended to provide an indication of how the

estimates are affected .by alternative choices of the
prior-estimated parameters, bu, bf, and g.)

For the first period, the estimates are based on
measures of the average response of U.S. al1d for
eign real interest rates to their respective expected
inflation rates estimated from observed short-term
interest rates and expected inflation (see Appendix
for details). This amountsto assuming thatJhe aver
age response of longer-teon reaUnterest rates to
expected inflation (that is, bu and bf as· defined
earlier) is essentially the same as that for~bort-tenn
rates and is plainly only an approximatio~.}O It was
also assumed for the period prior to mid-i,~79 that
U.S. real interest rates had no direct irr{ t .. on
foreign real interest rates, which is consistelth
previous studies suggesting that authoritiesabroad~
did not systematically vary their domestic •• interest
rates in response to variations in U.S. (real) interest
rates. 21

The second period results are based on the as
surnption that. the. variability of changes in the
expected future real exchange rate is the same as
that estimated for the first-period. '(This leads to
estimates that-seem more plausible thanthose based
on bu and bfestimates from short-teon interest
rates). This amounts in effect to assuming that all of
the increased variability in the actual real exchange
rate from the first to the second period is due to

Table 3
Estimates of the Variability of Real Interest Rates and Expected Inflation

~ Standard Deviation (Basis Points)~

bu bf gl Aru(S) Adllu(S) Allu(S) Arf(S) Adnt(S) Ant(S) AEtx l+5

1. 1976.01-1979.06

Estimates: 0 -.33 0 10.0 14.1 23.6 22.3 51.1 26.0 128.1

Memo: estimates with
alternativ~ bu,bf, g1 -.30 -.33 -.10 13.4 16.8 17.2 22.9 50.5 25.3 113.1

II. 1979.07-1982.12

Estimates: -.63 -.63 .20 47.0 47.4 95.4 41.1 62.2 99.0 123.0

Memo: estimates with
alternative.bu, bf, i -.44 -.20 .20 39.6 20,8 76.6 10.5 30,7 65.4 253.3

Notes:

I 'g' is the average change in the foreign real interest rate for a given change in the U. S. real interest rate;
g = Cov [ATU,(5), Arft(5»)/Var[Aru,(5»)

2 See Appendix for details on how the estimated variance of the 5-yearexpected inflation change, Allu t(5) and Allf,(5), is obtained.

3 The 'memo' estimate for bu forthe first period is taken from Mishkin's (1981) estimates; the 'memo' buand bffor the second period are
taken from Appendix Table AI, using short-term nominal interest rates and inflation.
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increased variations in real interest rates. In addi~

tion, the. average response of foreign real interest
rotes to those in the U.S. is estimated from short
term interest rates for this period. The reason is that
therei~ at least casual •evidence to suggest that
foreign authorities may at times have 'reacted' to
interest rate changes in the U.S.after 1979. 22

The results in Table 3 have three major implica
tions. First, as suggested earlier, the variability of
the U. S. real interest rate in the first period was
relativt:;IY<;!B\V compared to. that of expected infla~

tion'4\~~~eptly,movements in expected inflation
~?1U'in.~t~df1uctuations in nominallong-tenn inter
est~a,~$,.~~ previous studies have suggested is the
case 'for short-term rates. This conclusion seems to
be reasonably robust, in the sense that it remains
even ifU.S. real interest rates and expectedinfla~

tion are assumed to be substantially negatively
correlated.

Second, the variability of U. S. real interestrates
rose dramatically afterthe Federal Reserve stoppeq
,smoothing' nominal interest rates in' 1979. This
conclusion too is very robust, since it holds even if
the prior-estimated parameters (bu, bf, g)are as-,
sumed the same as for the first period. More surpris
ing, perhaps, isthat the variabilityofU.S. expected
inflation has also increased and apparentlycontin
ues to be greater than that of the real interest rate.

Finally, the results imply that variations in real
interest rates have not accounted for all the varia
tions in the 'long-run' real exchange rate. For th~

first period, variations in the long-run real exchange
rate accounted for about half of the variations in the
current real exchange rate. This result is of interest,
since it suggests that purchasing power parity, that

Chart 1
Nominal and Estimated Real InterestRates

Percent
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OI-~...--"C:*tI-------
-2 ,c.

1976~~{i1978 '.' 1.980
* U.S. 5-ye~?vernmentbondrate.
** Real inten~~;rate measured as the cumulative change since

Decemberi~75,

is U. S. versus foreign inflation, is not the sale
determinant of nominal exchange rates in the long
run, as is often asserted tobethe case}3

Estimates of Real Interest Rates
It is now straightforward to estimate the actual

variations in U. S. long-term real interestrate.The
weights on the indicators correspondingto theesti~

mates in Table 3 are given in Table 4. In some cases,
these weights are more easily interpreted byrewrit
ing the eStimating relations in tenus of the U.S.
i~~~f?strate, the real exchange rate, andthejoreign
inteI"~~trate, as is done in the last three columns of
Table 4 (see the relations in Table 1). Note that in
this rewritten form the coefficients of the U.S.
nominalinterest rate indiCator are all positive, as are
those on the real exchange rate. 24

Chart I plots the estimates of the cumulative
change in the U.S. real interest rate for January
1976 through July 1983 obtained from theseweights

Period I
(1976.01-1979.06)

Ta~le4
Relati()ns F()rEstirnating Real Interest Variations

Coefficient of ~rUton: hTlplied Coefficients of:2

~Yt

Period II
(1979.07-1983.07)

.335

-.583

.012

.275

.001

-.164

.39

.60

.330

.237

.013

.111

.005

-.816

Notes:

1 Estimate of the fraction ofvariance of changes in the real interest rate accounted for by the indicators: V(~ru,) /V(~ru,) where
V(Mu,) is the variance of the estimates of ~ru'Clllculatedfrom the above relations.

2 Obtained using the expression for ~y, in Table ·1 .
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U.S. Interest Rate Indicator*
~ ,

Estimated 5 Year Real Interest Rate*,
~

1976 1978 1980 1982
* Real interest rate measured as the cumulative change (percen

tage points) sinceDecember 1975.

moved withshort-tenn real interest rates until mid,.
1982, when the latter fell sharply.

That the U.S. real interest rate remained very
high during 1982 is strongly suggested bythe fact
that both the real exchange rate and forward ex
changerate indicators rose substantiallyduriIlg the
period (the U .5.forward interest rate also fell by
nearly as much as the 5 year nominal interest rate---
see Chart 2.) Recall thatincreases in the real ex
change rate suggest a rise. in our realin,erest rate,
while increases in the forward exchange rate signal
adrop inourexpectedinflation. It is also interesting
to note that the rise in the .u.S; real interest rate from
Atigust1981 through mid-1982~despite a nearly
200 basis point fall in the nominal rate-nearly
coincided with a sharp drop in U.S. growth (Chart
3).

Less plausible, perhaps, is the results' implica
tion thatthelong-tenn U.S . real interest rate
increased by nearly two percentage points from
mid-1982· tomid-1983. This result is •a reflection of
th~sha,rp.increa.seintltereal .v-aille.ofthedollar
during.thisperiod,as the other two· indicators were
essentially unchanged. Some increaseinthe U.S.
reaUnterestrate during 1983 is not implausible as
nominalinterest rates (and proxies for short-term
realinterestrates) did rise. However inviewofthe
robust real growth during this period, it seeIllsIess
reasonable· to .suppose. that .the real interest rate
increased as much as the reslllts hereimply}6

Consider now the implications of these estimates
for thebehaviof of expected inflation over the last
several years. The estimates suggest that inflation

Chart 3

Industrial Production Growth
and Estimated Real InterestRate
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Chart28
The Forward ExctJange Rate Indicator

and the indicators}5 As expected, the estimates
imply that real interest rates fluctuated little lJefore
1979, but considerably more after then. Apparent
ly, real interest rates rose from mid-1979through
April 1980, fell back through the following June,
and then generally rose over the next several years.
A .particularly interesting implication of these
results is that U.S. long-term real interest rates
remained quite high over August 1981throughDec
ember 1982 even as our nominal interest rates de
clinedsharply. Thenominal5-year interestrate fell
by nearly5 percentage points over this period, yet
the estimates suggest that the real jnt~'r~strate ac
tua.ny increased, by nearly .one percent,l'hissug
gests that the de.cline in U. S. nominal interest rates
during this period reflected a very sharp drop in
expected inflation, rather than any substantial de
cline. in real interest rates. Note also that· the estic

matesofthe long-term real interest rate generally

Chart2A
Real Exchange Rate and Interest Rate Indicators·

Percent Percent
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anticipated for the next five years actually increased
during 1980 and 1981, even though actual inflation
began to decline in mid-1979. Is this pattern plaus
ible? While inflation began to fall in 1980, actual
inflation over 1980-1981 was actually higher than
during the two previous years. Hence, the drop in
actual inflation beginning in mid-1980 may not
have. affected longer-term inflation expectations
much by the end of 1981.

Furthermore, actual and prospective U.S. gov
ernment budget deficits rose substantially during
1980-1981, as the Administration's "supply-side"
fiscal package was put in place. Many market
~ommentators (although certainly not all) have

/argued that these developments substantially in
creased the risk that the Federal Reserve would have
to raise money growth to accommodate huge defi
cits, and as a result raise inflation in the future. Uso,
inflation expected several years in the future could
have been rising even as actual inflation was com
ingdown. That expected future inflation did rise
substantially over this period is also suggested by
thefact that the forward U.S. interest rate increased
by nearly 3 percentage points during this period.

However these results do conflict with survey
evidence gathered by Richard Hoey that suggests a
fa.ll in the public's expected 5 year future inflation
rate of about 1:5 percentage points during 1980~

1981. 27 If the Hoey data is correct, the results here
underestimate both the fall in expected inflation and
the rise in real interest rates over this period.

The results also suggest a very dramatic decline
in the expected inflation rate over the last eighteen
months, indeed by nearly as much as the fall in the
nominal U.S. interest rate. According to the esti
mates, expected inflation in mid-1983 was about 2
percentage points below its level in mid-1979. The
downward trend in expected inflation (although
not, perhaps, the implied magnitude of the decline)
is very plausible in view of the dramatic drop in
actual inflation during 1982. In addition, the sub
stantial slowing of money growth from mid-1981 to
mid, 1982 may well have raised the credibility of the
Federal Reserve's anti-inflation resolve, and so
contributed to a further easing of market expecta
tions of inflation. (Again, however, the Hoey sur
vey suggests a milder-although still substantial~
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fall in expected inflation since the end of 1981, and a
substantial fall in real interest rates as well).

Assessment
Overall, the results point to two conclusions

about the 'indicator' approach to measuring real
long-term interest rates taken here. First, the gen
eral pattern traced by the estimates for U. S. real
interest rates andexpected inflation seems generally
plausible. The results suggest a substantial decline
in expected five-year inflation over the last several
years, as seems reasonable in view of the sharp drop
in actuaLihflation and the course OfFederal Reserve
policy.~heestimates also suggest that our longer
term re~J interest rates have remained very high
over th~14asteighteenmonths in comparison to their
level pri~r to the initiation of the Fed's anti-inflation
drive in 1979. This too is very plausible since nom
inallonger-term interest rates are now much higher
than in 1979, while, again, expected inflation al
most certainly has fallen greatly.

Second, it is evident that the use ofexchange rate
indicators can greatly alter the impression of move
ments in longer-term real interest rates that would
be conveyed by variations in nominal interest rates
alone. The fall in long-term nominal interest rates
here between August 1981 and March 1982 would,
of itself, have suggested a substantial decline
in longer-term real interest rates. The behavior of
exchange rates, though, suggests a very different
pattern, one which seems more plausible given the
behavior of other economic variables. Thus .ex
change rate indicators do appear to provide useful
information about long-term real interest variations
in addition to that conveyed by nominal interest
rates.

Needless to say, these results are highly experi
mental, and subject to substantial error in measure
ment. More accurate estimates may well be obtain
able by using several exchange rates (rather than
one), and by adding proxies for short-term real
interest rates (or other variables related to long-term
real interest rates) or expected inflation to the set of
indicators. Nonetheless, the results do suggest that
an indicator approach to measuring long-term real
interest rate movements is practical and of potential
use for policy-guidance.



III. Conclusion
The last several years have providedamplere

minders· that there are many factors that critically
affect economic behavior that cannot be measured
or observed directly. Economists and business ana"
Iysts have long known that 'business confidence' is
an important influence on investment, butthey still
have not found a way to measure this confidence
withan.yprecision. More recently, wehave come to
appreciate the impact of real interest rates and ex
pectedinflationon.oureconomy, and thus to·regret
evenmore our inability.toobservethem.

In measuring longer-term real interest rates and
expected inflation, this paper has attempted toapply
systematically an approach long used implicitly by
economists and others. That is, movements in vari
ables that cannot be observed directly-in this case
real interest rates and expected inflation-have
been inferred from variations inother variables to
Which they are related, and which are directly mea
surable. Tht main basis. for this analysis is eco
nomic theory,. which specifies the relations that are
likely to hold between the unobservable variables of
interest and the indicators which are usedto mea
sure them. This process amounts to abit ofeconom
ic 'detective work,' with the observable. indicators
providing th~ 'clues' and economic analysis provid
ing the rules by which they areused,The resulting
estimates of real interest rates and expected infla
tion are, in effect the most likely explanations for
the observed movements in the indicators, given the
assumptions supplied by economic theory.

Here it has been arguedthat exchangerates, spot
and forward, are likely to be especially good sources
of 'clues' about movementsinlonger-tenn real in
terest rates and expected inflation. The main reason
is that real spot exchange rates are directly affected
only by the real interest component of nominal
interest rates, while (long"term) forward exchange
rates are directly affected by expected inflation, but
not by real interest rates. For this reaSon, move
ments in exchange rates provide information about
how to separate changes in real interest and expec-

ted inflation rates that underlie observed move
mentSinnominal interest rates. Similarly; theterm
structure of interest rates has been used to provide
information about the source of changes. in nominal
interest rates, in the sense that when currentnomi
nal interest rates vary with long-term forward inter
est rates, the most likely cause is a change in expec
ted inflation.

The analysis has also illustrated some oftheprac'"
. tical difficulties of-implementingwhat is; in theory;
a fairly simple and straightforward idea. Of neces
sity, the estimates are based on certain assumptions
which are not easily tested, and on parameters about
which· neither economic theory nor available·evi
dence supply much definite information. This is one
reason why the results must be regarded as provi
sional. Another is that more information, supplied
by exchange rates vis a vis other countries, mea
sures of short-term real interest rates, orothervari
abIes might well be added to thesetof indicators to
obtain more accurate and reliable estimates.

Nonetheless, the estimates are both plausible and
surprising in.ways that suggest that useful informa
tion can indeed be extracted from foreign exchange
and other financial markets. Viewed by itself, the
sharp fall in nominal interest rates overlate 1981
and early 1982 would have suggested a·significant
drop in long-term real interest rates. Yet a very
different impression, that real interest rates re
mained high and did not drop much, if at all, was
suggested by the c?ntinued strength of the dollar. in
the foreign exchange markets, a conclusion sup
ported by this paper's formal analysis based onboth
sets of indicators. And again, the actual behavior of
the real sector of the U.S. economy during this
period (although not that later in 1982 and during
1983) supports this latter impression more than that
conveyed by nominal interest rates alone. This ex
perience suggests that while using economic know
ledge to 'read' the signals from financial markets is
not an exact science, it is still ofconsiderable poten
tial use for policy guidance and worth further study.
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Appendix
The following explains in more detail how the

estimates of the real interest and expected inflation
rates can be calculated from the variance-covari
ancerelations among. the indicators; In addition,
Section C below explains how the estimates of bu,
bf,and g are obtained fromshort-tenn interest rates
and inflation.

A. As in the text define:

diuln) = iU,(n) - fiu t = rut (n) + dDu,(n)

dift(n) = if,(n) - fif, = rf, (n) + dDft(n)

where dflu and dflf refer to the difference between
the inflation premium on an n year asset and the for
ward interest rate. The results in the text are based
on n= 5.

The basic assumptions discussed in Section III
can be stated fonnally as:

(AIJLet..:lE,x,+n be denoted's,'. Thens"which
refers to the: change in the:long-run expected real
exchange rate ('long-run' being n years), is uncor
related with changes in expected inflation or the real
interest rates (including the zu and zfcomponents of
the latter).

(A2) .:lru,(n)= bu.:ldflu,(n) + zut;
.:lrf.(n) =bf.:ldDf,(n) + zf,
where zUt and zf, are both uncorrelated with .:ldDu,
and .:ldflf..

The relation (A2) expresses the text assumption
that any correlation rehveen the u.S. real interest
rate and foreign expected inflation be indirect, and
similarly for the foreign real interest rate and u.s.
expected inflation. In particular it implies:

Cov(.:lru,(n), .:ldDf,(n» =
buCov (.:ldflut(n), .:ldDft(n»

COy (.:lrft(n), .:ldflu,(n» =
bfCov (.:ldflut(n), .:ldDf,(n»

The definitions of bu and bf in the text also imply
that:

COy (.:lru,(n), .:ldflut(n» = buVar(.:ldflut(n»;

COy (.:lrf,(n), .:ldDf.(n» = btvar(.:ldDf,(n».

B. The following relations are easily shown to hold
among the variance-covariances of the three indi-
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cators, .:ldiu,(n), .:lx" and .:ldift(n) (or, alterna
tively, .:lyt, as<defined in the text) and those of the
underlying variables:

i) Var(.:ldiu,) = Var(&u,) + (1 +2bu) Var(.:ldflut)

ii) Var(.:ldif,) = Var(.:lrf,) + (1+2bf) Var(.:ldDf,)

iii) Cov(.:ldiu" .:lx,)/n = Var (.:lru,) - Cov(.:lru"
.:lrf,) - bfCov(.:ldflu".:ldflf,) + buVar(.:ldflu,)

iv) Cov(.:ldift, .:lxt)/n =--Var (.:lrft) +Cov(Llru"
.:lrf,) + buCov(.:ldflu" AdDf,) ~ btvar(.:ldflf,)

v) Cov(.:ldiu".:ldif,) = Cov(Arut, .:lrf,) +(1 + bu
+ bf) Cov(.:ldflu" .:ldDf,)

vi) Var(.:lx,)/n 2 = Var(.:lru,) + Var(.:lrf,)-
2Cov(.:lrut, .:lrf,) + Var(st)/n2

•

where the '(n)' have been dropped to simplify nota
tion. These six relations-whose left hand sides are
observable and come from the variance-covariance
relations among the thfee indicators-ar~. in terms
of 7 variables, given estimates of bu and bf: the
variances of the real interest and expected inflation
rates (4); the varianCe of the change in the expected
long-run realexchange tate (I); the covariance of
U.S. and foreign real interest rates, and the covar
iance of U.S. and foreign expected inflation (2) .

To close the model for their first period, it is
assumed that zu and zf are uncorrelated, which
implies:

vii) Cov(.:lru".:lrf,)= bubfCov(.:ldflu" .:ldDf,)

that is, the correlation between real interest rates
entirely reflects the correlation between expected
inflation rates across countries.

For the second period estimates, it is assumed
that:

viii) Cov(.:lru" .:lrf,) = gVar(Adflu,)

where g is independently estimated. To obtain the
bu and bf estimates for the second period; let rd and
dfld refer to the U.S.-Gennan real interest and
expected inflation differentials, and did for the
nominal interest differential. Then the relations
(i)-(vi) can be combined to obtain:

ix) Var(.:ldid,)= Var(.:lrd,)+ Var(.:ldfld,)+
2Cov(.:lrd" .:ldfldt) = al

x) Var(.:lxt)/n
2

- Var(s,)/n2= Var(.:lrd,)=a2



TableA.1.
Estimates ofReaI. Interest-Expected

Inflation Relation .
Using as Expected IrdlatiorfProxy:

1-Month 6-Month AVlJrage
Inflation Inflation

.20

.32

.33

(.04).1

-.78

-.80

.04

-.33

bu -.44

bf -.20

g2 .17

'bu (bt) estimated from regression:

iu,- nuH ] = C +. bu [E,Uu,+ ,- fiu,] (similarly forbO

where iu, is the. one-month eurodolIar deposit rate.Il~,+, is the
actual (consumer price)inflation rate from month tto t+ I (atan
annual rate). and E,Ou,+] is a proxy for the e~pectedvalueof

that inflation rate as ofLThis expectationis approximated as
either the one month actual inflation. for the period ending in
montht. ortheaverage of the sixmonths inflation for the period
ending 1. Thus. the dependent variable is the 'ex-post" real
ihterestmte.

2g estiInated from regression:

if, - E,Of,+]. = C + g[iu, - E,nuH ,1
Variable definitions are as in note I.

.1Recall that this value is not used for the first period estimates in
the text. Neither value is significantly different· from zero.
however.

EarlierPeriod:

bu

bf

Later Period:

C. As indicated inthe< text, one way to derive
estimates of buandbf,and.g,is to.exaJ)1ine the
relations between shorHerm interest rates andprox
ies for short-term expected inflation-the. latter
being much easier to obtain than proxies forIonger
term expected infl(ltion.

Let iu, standforthe one-monthU.S. interestrate,
IIut forthe actualone-month U.S. inflation rate for
the month ending at t (at an annual rate),and
E,IIu,+, for the inflation rate Jlnticipated to Prevail
over thenextmonth, Then bucould be estimated
fiQiiitneregression,· .

rut=ju, ---IIu,+] =C +bu[E,Ilu,+, - fiu,]

(recallthatfiu, equals the expected 'long-run' nom
inalinterest rate, which consistsof a constant'long
run' real interest rate and the expected 'long-run'
inflationrate). Them, is the ex-post,Qr re<tlized,
real interest rate and is an unbiased measure of the

xi) Cov(L\did" L\x,)/5= Var(4rd,)+
Coy(L\rd" L\dIld,) =a3

Forthe second period estimates, Var(s,) is taken
equal tothe estimated value for the first period. This
allows a2 to be c<tlculated,$o tbat:

Var(L\rd,) = a2;Cov(L\rd" L\dIId,)=a3 ---a2;
Var(L\dIld,) =al+ a2-2a3

The .ratio of Cov(4rdt,L\dIld,)/Var(L\dIld,) pro
vides therefore an estimate of the 'average' yaJueof
huand hf,. and this average value is used for bqth
countries for the estimates for the second period.

Finally, the variance of the actual expected five
yearinfla.tion rate,L\Ilu,(n) and. L\Ilf,(n), can be
obtained as follows. Assume that changesin the
forwardinterestrates (which measure changes in
inflation anticipated many years from. now, or
changes in 'longcrun' inflation) are related to
changes in the n-year real interest rates only to the
extent th<tt they.· affect the expected inflation com
ponents, L\dIlu,(n) and L\dIlf,(n). This means, in
effect, that changes in 'long-run 'inflation areinde
pendentof thezu, and zf,components of the real
interest rate defined earlier. This implies:

Cov[L\ru,(n),L\fiu,J = buCov(L\dIIu,(n), L\fiu,)

or,

Cov(L\dIlu,(n), L\fiut).

=( 1+bu) -]Cov(L\diu.(n),Miu,)

where the covariance on the right~hand-side of the
latter expression is directly measurable. This allows
the covariance of L\dIlu,(n) with changes in·. the
forward interest rate, and hence its covariance with
shifts in expected 'long-run' inflation, to be esti
mated. This, given that the .observable variance of
changesinfiu'.lTIeasuresthe variance of expected
'long-run' inflation, allowsthevariance ofL\Ilu,(n)
givenin Table 3 to be computed. The corresponding
valuesfor Germany are calculated similarly.

Note thatthese latter estimates·doflotaffect·the
estimates ofthe weights, andhenceth.e estimates.of
actual real interestvariations .•The reason is that the
weights.depend •• only upon the estimated. variances
and.. covariancesof. the .variables underlying the
indicators, that is L\dIlu,(n) and L\drIf,(n), as well as
of the real interest and expected future real ex
change ratecha.nges.
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actual real interest rate, assuming that market ex
pectationsare ratiofial.This. form is used.because
the bl.l ifi the textrefers to the relation between the
long·term real interest rate and the difference be
tween the n-year expected inflation rate. and that in
the. 'long-run'. Estimates ofthe value of bu, using
one and three month past inflation rates (consumer
price) as proxies for the next period's rate, are given
ifi Table A. 1.:1<

The fact that the German interest rate> indicatOr
(that·· is, Lldif,(n) .). and real exchange rate changes

·areposiiively·C()rrelated(seeTable2)strbl1gl)isug::··
gests that variations. in real interest and expected
inflation rates are negatively correlated for that
country, that is that bf must be negative for both
periods.:I<:I< The estimates in Table A.I. also suggest
a negative correlation between expected inflation
and real interest rates for the U.S. for the second
period. On this basis, the estimates in the first
column, using last month's inflation rate as the
proxy. for that expected thene",t month, are most
plausible, since these leadto negative estimates of
bf, and since the second column estimates for the
second period,while negative, give a negative esti
mate of the variance of the expected future real
exchange rate change (this means that they are too
large in absolute value). The actual (bu, bf) values
used in the text estimates for period two lie between
the first afid second column estimates.

Finally, the value of 'g' for the second period is
estimated from a similar regression of the form:

if, - E,I1f,+ I =C+ g(iu, - Etflu,+ ,)

where the dependent and independent variables are
proxies for the foreign and U.S. real interest rates.
Asbefore,<one and six months past inflation are
used as proxies for that expected over· the next
month. Note again that the value of g estimated in
this way is used in the text estimates for the second
period only (where I have taken the column two
value). However, the estimates for the first period
are reasonably close to the zero value assumed in
thetexhc

:l<Admittedly, the relation should, ideally, be esti
mated in first-differenced form to be stricly con
sistent with the text analysis. However, the
estimates ofbu and bf (and g) obtained with a first
differenced fohn of the above yield implausible
estimates for the variances of the ufiderlying vari
ables (that is, one or more are negative).

**Recall that, ceteris paribus, a rise in the German
real interest rate lowers the real exchange rate
indicator. The positive correlation between the
German nominal· interest rate and real exchange
rate changes thus implies a negative correlation
between German nominal and real interest rate
variations. This is most likely to occurifGerman
real interest and•expected inflation rate changes
are strongly negatively correlated.

FOOTNOTES

1. See, for. example, Cornel.1 (1982) and the article by
Joseph Bisignano in the Fall 1983 .issue of this Review.

2. As defined here, the real interest rate simply refers to the
expectedreal return of the investment. IUhus includes any
allo~ance.for. risk-from inflation, future interest rate
changes,or default-investors demand, since these help
determine that real rate.

3.. For example, the standard deviation of the one-month
U.S. interest rate less the average of the past six months
inflation increased more than three-fold from the period
1976-mid 1979 to the period mid-1979 through 1982.

4. That is, we can suppose that apprOXimately,

N
iUt(N+ 1) =(1/N+1) ~Eliut+j

j=O
so, again approximately,
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ThiS mustbe regarded as anapproximatio~ for two
reasons. First,longer-term interest rates may well deviate
from an average of expected future shorter-term rates by a
"risk" premium that c<>mpensates for uncertainties about
the future. There ismuch evidence forthe existence ofsuch
a premium, although there remains considerable dispute as
to its. size. SeCOnd,even in the absence ofthis premium,the
f(mnul~ holdsexactly.only for pure discount (zero coupon)
bonds and can be regarded as only an approximation
Sbmetimes a rough one-'-when there are coupons.

5. For an illustration, and the effect on exchange rates, see
Dornbusch (1976).

6. Frankel (1979a) used the difference between the short
term and long-term nominal interestrates as a proxy for the
real interest rate. This is, however, equal to the difference



between the short and long-term real interest rates pius the
short-term-Iong-terminflation differential,and is unlikely to
be avery good measure of the long-term real interest rate.

It is very important to note that in no sens~ can changes in
diut(n) be regarded as exact measures of variations in the
n-year real interest rate. This would only be the case if
changes. in. expected. inflation were, the same for all hori
zons, that is if shifts in the term-structure of expected infla
tion were "flat." Thiswill not always be the case, as numerC

ous past instances of temporaryinc:reasesin inflation due
tosupply"demandimbalariCeSinprimaryc:orhmoditYrhar
ketssugges1. However,' if inflation increases tend. to be
fairlypersistent,.much·ofthevarianceintheexpectedinfla
tion component· of the nominal" interest, iut(n), will be
"removed" by the transformation to diut(n).The expeCted
inflation component of this latter indicatorwill generally be
correlated with shifts in expected "long-run" inflation,
however.

7. The circumstances under which such premia Will exist
(and whattheydepend on) are described in Frankel (1979b).

8.' See, for example, Frankel, (1982).

9., In effect, the expected real depreciation of the doll!ir,
which is the percentage difference between its currentle"el
and that expected in the long-run, compensates for the real
difference in the totaLiqterest earned on theU.S.versus a
foreign asset over tJieentireli~e,of that investment For
example, anincr~a~e relative,to abroad inthe U.S. real ten
year rate of one percentage point ~nnualized implies that
the, U.S. instrume~tnow ,earns tenpercent more in real
terms that its forefgn co~nterpart over ,its ten-year life;
hence the real value of the dollar must rise abo"e its value
expectedten years {rom now by 10perc~nt. If in a(jdition the
real valueqf the, 9?"ar eXPected ten years from now is
unaffected-whiCh' means at the, least that, realintere,st
fluctuations are expected to have ceased by then-then the
current real dollar itself rises by ten percent. Note however
thatthe above (andtext) relations between exchange rates
and the maturitY of an asset's yield are strictly true only for
pure discount instruments; for coupon instruments, the
'scale' factor is proportional to the duration.

As this suggests, only changes in long-term real interest
rates are likely to have unambiguous impacts on the current
real exchange rate. For any given term, the corresponding
real interest differential measures the deviation of the cur
rentreaFexchange rate frorn the value expectedto prevail
at maturity. However it is ,only for longerctermmaturities,
that is for periods far ~nough into the futurethatrealinterest
fluctuations and other temporary influences on exchange
rates have ceased,thatthe value expected at maturity can
be expected to be unaffected.

The impact ofshorter-term real interest fluctuations on the
current real exchange tate thus depends upon how real
interest rates expected in the future are affect~d.As an
example, suppose that the current1-month U.S. real inter
est rate increases by one percentage point(annualizeq)
above its long-run level, butisexpected to fall one percen
tage point below that level next month, and then return to

the long-run level in all subsequent months. The current
long-run real interest rate is thus unaffected,and hence, the,
current real exchange rate will not change. However. it is
easy to see that the real exchange rate expected to prevail
a month from now mustfaU, and that the actual real ex
change rate a month fromnowwill fall from its current leveL

10. Of course, inc:reasesin xtmayalsoreflect declines in
foreign realinterst rates, or an increase in the expected
future'real exchange rate.

11. Alternatively, thethird indicator can bethought ,Ofas
the foreign, interest rate'indicator, dift(n). Movements in
foreign interest rates provide informationaboutVariatioris in

"outJealinterestrate;in··'part 'by\helpingto"interpret"
changes in the actual real exchange rate: the U.S" real
interest rate is more likely to haveincreased, given arise in
the real value ofthedollar, iftheforeigninteresfrate .has
remained unchanged than if it has fallen.

12. More precisely, relation (6) with the weights giVenin (7)
gives the conditional expectation of changes in the real
interest rate, giventheobserved changes in the indicators.
The statement that the estimates 'are "optimal" 'is strictly
true only when we have an exact, or correct, measure of
COV(arut, It). In practice, we have to estimate it.

13. The procedure for estimating thevariances and covari
anCes of the 'indicators from those of the underlying'vari.
abies is described in detail in the Appendix.

14. Note thatthis assumption is strictly valid 0ply for nlong
enough for real interest rates to have returned to their
(constant) long-run values. Real interest rates on shorter
term assets generally will be correlated with the real ex"
Change rate expected at maturitY. MOreover,permanent
shifts in the real interest rate, caused by changes in capital
productivity orother factors, generally willlead.tochanges
in long-run relative commoditY prices, and hence will be
correlated with the long-run real exchange rate. Therefore,
theassurnption that real interest rate fluctuations are the
result of temporary financial market distutbancesisclosely
related to (A1).

15. This does not necessarily imply that, say,changes in
U.S. expected inflation are uncorrelated with changes in
foreign real interest rates. An "indirect" correlation could
arise if U.S. andforeign changes in expected inflation were
correlated, and changes in foreign expected inflation and
realinterest rates werealsorelated.

16. All exchange rate and interest rate data refer to
monthly averages. The forward interest rate forthe U.S. is
effectively the 3-year bond rate expected to prevail seven
years from now, while for Germany!t islhe 2-year rate
expected to prevail five years from now. For example, for
the U.S.

fiut = 1/3[Log [(1 +iut(10))10J - Log [(Hiutll))7JJ
where the iUt are expressed indeCimal!).

Ideally, in calculating theS-year. forward exchange rate
from the current exchange rate,interest rates on assetsthat
are identical except for their currency of denomination
should be used. Since the government bOnds used here are
not strictly identical in this sense (their tax treatment, for
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example,will differ), the Jorward exchange rate as calcu
lated from the bond rates will differ from the 'true' value
somewhat. The analysis. in the text implicitly assumes that
the. difference is constant over time, so that it does not
affect the calculated changes in the forward exchange
rate.

17. The break is made in mid-1979, ratherthan in October
of that year, since the Fed began slowing money growth
somewhat before its official change in monetary targeting
proc~dures.inqctober.1979.

18. See, forexample, Mishkin(1981), Fama and Gibbons
(1982), and Cornell (1982).

f9TThisTpositilitFassbciatibncoUld·. alsbi"eflect a strong
negative relation between the U.S.-German real interest
differentiatial and their expected inflation differential (see
Table 1). This illustrates that a negative real interest!
expected inflation relation has many of the same implica
tions fOr the behavior of •the indicators as does a high
degree of variability in the expected future real exchange
rate. This is the reason that the more. negative theesti
mated relation of real interestrates and expected inflation,
generallythe .lower the estimated variability of theexpec
ted fuMe realexchangerate, and the higher the estimated
vari,aqility of real. interest rates,

20. See Appendix for more details on how bu and bfare
estimated.

The effect otestimating bu and bf from shorter term interest
rates can be seen from the "memo" item for the second
period inTable 3. Since the alternative (bu, bf)are lower in
absolute value, the, estimates ofthe variation .in U.s. and
foreign real interest rates are also lower. The resu lting
estimate al.so implies a very large increase in the variance
oftlJeexpectedfuture real exchange rate over the first
Period. Indeed, the "memo" estimates imply that the vari
ance otchanges ill Etxf+n is about twice as great asthat of
the actual real exchange rate during the first period__which
doesnotseem veryplausible.

The "memo" for the first period uses a value for bu sug
gestedbya study by Mishkin (1981) of U.S. shortercterm
realinterest rates during the 1960's and 1970's. This sug
gests that the slJort-term real rate increased by about 30
basis pointsJor a 100 basis pointincrease in short-term
inflation.

21. See Throop (1980) and Bisignano (1983). The Appen
dix again explains how the relation between U.S. and for
eign real interest rates is estimated for the two periods.

22.. Again, see Bisignano (1983).

23." Strictly speaking, of course, the results suggest only
that the rea.1 exchange rate expected to prevail five years
from now. varies substantially; it does not rule out' the
possibility that' purchasing power parity might hold·over
some longer period. However,examination of correlations
among longer-term interest rates and exchange rates sug
gest that the baSic conclusion would not be substantially
altered by considering, say, 10 year interest rates. Meyer
and Startz(1982) use an inference approach analogous to
that here and find that most oftheerror in short-term predic-

tioniSoHhe nominal exchange rate reflects error in predic
ting the real exchange rate. Besides being applied to short
term interest-exchange rate. relations, their analysis is
somev.'lJatmorerestrictive than that here. In particular, it
assumes that real interest and expected inflation variations
areuncorrelated;

24.•• JI1 interpreting the individual coefficients, it is very im
portanUClnote tlJata change in one indicator will typically
imply a change' insomeotlJer variable related to the. U.S.
real interest rate. For.example, a rise in the U.S. nominal
interestrate withnc:)changeln·thecurrent. real·or·forward
exchange JatE1 ',indi.cators--whose .implied. impact on the

. estimate Qfthe.·.U.S.·· re.al interest··rateclJangl;}··.is·.·given···qy
VV1-canonly occur if the foreign interest rate has also
risen.ThusW1 can, in effect, be interpreted as the, increase
intheU.S,realintE1rest rate given an equal change in the
U.S. and foreign nominal interest rates. The U.S. real and
foreign nominal interest rates apparently are negatively
aSiSociatedfor the secondperiod, WhiCh iswhy W1 appears
to have .the "wrong" sign. (This negative association re
flects the apparent negative correlation between the foreign
nominal and real interest rates, combined with the positive
assOciati?nof U.S. and foreign real interest rates). The fact
th~tthe.coefficient of the foreign interest r~te indicator i~

gener~llynegative in the "rewritten" eq~ationgiven in the
right porti?notthe table has an analogpus interpretatipn.

25, 9~ta onthe5-yearand Z-year GeITl1anllond rates
were ~ot !ivailableafter 1982. Thechangein.the 5-year
Gerrnanbondratewasthentakento equal the change in
thE!5~y~areuro-DMdeppsit rateduri l1{J 1983.To'extrapo
lat~'thE!7-ye~rGerf11.anbondrate (to estimatefif,), this rate
w~s r~gressf3don t~~ <;3ermanJong-termgovernmentbond
rate.(v.thichcorr~spondstpa~averageof severaIJong-term
maturities) ()verthe period1979.07-1982,The reh:ltion was
then used to estimate the seven year rate. for 1983,

26.. Interestingly,jf the forward exchange rate indicator is
dropped,the resulting .estimates of the real interest rate
bl;}have veryiSimiiarly to those shown .inChart 1for 1982, but
increase by considerably less during 1983.(about 60 basis
points).

The "[TIemo" estimates for the second period (using bu and
btestimated from short,term interest rates) imply a some,
what different pattern forthe U.S. real interestrate during
1982 and 1983. These suggest that real interest rates fell
nearly 1 percentage point during 1982, ending tlJeyear at
abouplJe level of mid-1979;the same estimates suggest
thatth~reaLinterestrate fell further during 1983. However
theesti[TIates also imply that expected future. inflation.in
mid-1.983was. actually.several. percentage points. higher
than it was in mid-1979, a period overlNhich .theactual
inflation rate declined by nearly half. This is another reason
Why these el;timates donotseem soplausible.

27. Foracompilation of Hoey's estimates., see Peter Isard,
"What's\IVrong with Empirical Exchange Rate Models... ,"
Discussion Paper #2?6 (August 1983) of The International
Finance Division of The Board of Governors of the Federal
Reserve.
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